FRANKLIN COLLECTION
CROMWELL

PUTNAM

The old world charm of revolutionary
New England is captured in this vintage
stone. A light grain, weathered granite,
indigenous to the New England area,
featuring light tans with brown and rust
hues throughout. Cromwell is very popular
and a perfect complement to your traditional
New England project.

KNOX

The monochromatic qualities of this stone
lend itself well to contemporary modern
design. A coarse grain granite, with blue and
grey tones highlighted by long inclusions of
white quartz, these stones provide color
consistency and a strong natural design
element for your vision.

A clustering of minerals are at the heart of
Knox’s popularity. Light pink and copper
veining work with light and dark earth tones
to create a stunning natural weathered
fieldstone look. This medium coarse split
stone is locally sourced and will bring instant
historic substance to your project.
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FRANKLIN COLLECTION
CONTINENTAL

INDEPENDENCE

COLONIAL TAN

A lightness, supported by gentle tans, browns
and golds, punctuated by streaking of pink and
blue, with heavy veining throughout the stone
stand this stone apart. The light coarse split
surface of this Connecticut stone presents a
lighter hue of the local earth tone.

Independence is a medium coarse split blue
granite with shades that range from very light
to dark in contrast. This Connecticut sourced
stone has a high density of reflecting mica that
brings depth to the stone, while it shimmers in
the light. This stone has some monochromatic
qualities with the minimal veining and carries
a good consistency in its color range.

An unmistakable stone, Colonial Tan is very
popular as well. A medium coarse stone from
New England, the stone holds a range of soft
tans with subtle pinks and gold throughout its
composition. Red garnet inclusions surrounded
with a light broadcast of a silver mica spec
visual depth and punch to your project.
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FRANKLIN COLLECTION
COLONIAL SPRUCE

SALEM DARK

LACKAWANNA

A perennial favorite in the Northeast, this
split quartzite stone provides a silver that
shimmers over gold and bold browns. Medium
coarse with mineral clusters of red garnets
popping from within the sedimentary lines,
accompanied by a light broadcast of silver
mica spec. A fall sunset reflecting off Colonial
Spruce? Beautiful.

With white lines of quartz and subtle green
hues living in the medium coarse backdrop
of dark granite, this stone creates a distinctive
and elegant presentation. Clean and attractive
in every cut option, Salem Dark is often
called upon to provide contrast in
project compositions.

A signature Pennsylvania sandstone,
Lackawanna features bold browns and a
rainbow swirl of orange, pinks and peach
working in a range of beige tones. The variety
of color and presentation in each cut make
this a popular stone for dynamic eye catching
projects in its native Pennsylvania and beyond.
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JEFFERSON COLLECTION
BLACK BEAR

NORTH CREEK

BLUE INDIGO

Contrasting shades of earth tones in this
medium coarse tertiary Adirondack stone,
serve to highlight the environment around it.
A complex, yet humble stone, Black Bear is
rich with colors from deep browns surrounded
with swirling light browns and aqua blues and
greens that bring contrasting colors to this
mostly earth toned stone. A solid supporting
player for the broader vision of your canvas.

A very popular stone in both New York and
New England, North Creek offers a full range
of the Adirondack Mountain colors blended
together as one, and holds true to the regions’
properties of color. This medium coarse split
granite has a color range of blues, purples,
tans, and whites splashed about with red
garnets. This stone has moderate veining in
the ashlar face with a soft white and light
green line that travels horizontally across the
stone. A stone that supports projects with a
sense of place.

Like no other stone in the Northeast,
Blue Indigo features a deep blue and aqua green,
married with subtle purples and brown background colors. This opulent stone is a medium
coarse split granite born of the Adirondack
Mountains. White, purple and green veining
on the Ashlar face travel horizontally across the
stone, adding to the majesty of its presence. If
your project calls for a splash of vibrant natural
color, Blue Indigo is your stone.
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JEFFERSON COLLECTION
PORT

YORKTOWN

The growing popularity of this softer viewing
Adirondack stone is due to the swirling
burgundy, peach and scarlet galaxies of color
living in it’s contrasting blue grey sea. Unique
even among its fellow New York quarried stone,
Port provides a complex, rich and warm style
to distinctive projects.

LIBERTY

From the mountains of New England, this
dark colored mica schist rich stone conveys
a visual depth. The range of deep grays,
charcoals to rich ebony hues are unlike any
other stone quarried in the Northeast. The
light to medium coarse texture and unique
look will set your project apart.

With a prestigious white quartz line that travels
throughout the stone, breaking up the natural
mineral pattern, it is no wonder that Liberty is
such a popular stone throughout Southern
New England and New Jersey. A medium
coarse split granite with a predominantly gray
backdrop supporting pinks and reds swirled
about the stone. This is a limited supply
product, due to popularity, so reach out early
in the planning of your project so inventory
can be made available in a timely manner
within the workflow of your project.
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JEFFERSON COLLECTION
CT FIELDSTONE/ROUNDS

CHAPMAN RIDGE

RIVER ROUNDS

A classic look, with different color and style
presentations for each cut. This hand selected
Pennsylvania smooth coarse fieldstone brings
the look of classic Northeast stonework to
your project. Earth tones, Grey and weathering
make Chapman Ridge a nice alternative to
round veneer.

These smooth textured round stones, sourced
from riverbanks of New England, recall that
classic lakeside camp cottage look and feel.
With a variety of pastel hued colors, blue,
black, gold, grey, even purple and peach, these
River Rounds create a unique and natural
color palette for your project.
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MOSAIC LEDGE BLEND

This hand-picked stone from the deep woods
of Connecticut boasts rich earth tone hues.
The fieldstone, in mosaic, ledge and mosaic
ledge blend is selected with more angles and
contour which provides the appeal of natural
wall under lateral and vertical construction.
The CT rounds provide the same rich color
variety, but in a traditional round stone.

MOSAIC LEDGE BLEND

HAMILTON COLLECTION
EASTERN BLEND

SUSQUEHANNA

The ultimate representation of New England,
Eastern Blend is a four quarry stone blend,
and its full range and shades of colors speaks
for itself. A perfect ratio of colors, tan, gray,
white, brown, and blue with red garnets, mica
and white quartz, Eastern Blend has it all,
and that’s why it is the most popular stone
in the Northeast.

We blended select stones from three quarries
to create a singular light to dark, deep contrast
look. It stands out, it is almost aggressive in its
presentation. Mica, silver schist, clusters of red
garnets and quartzite explode from blue gray,
gold tan and silver and keeps the eye moving
across the plane. The contrast of these stones is
alive, a unique look that never goes stale.

LATIMER
A locally sourced three quarry blend, Latimer
is a curated true New England experience. An
aggressive coarse granite mix, that gives a full
range of earth tones, deep blues, tans, grays
and browns. It’s a true New England look that
supports a conservative and historic style for
your project.
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